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Abstract—We present the first empirical study of distinguishing Persian and Dari texts at the sentence level, using discriminative models. As Dari is a low-resourced language, we developed a corpus of 28k sentences (14k per-language) for this task, and using character and word n-grams, we discriminate them with 96% accuracy using a classifier ensemble. Out-of-domain cross-corpus evaluation was conducted to test the discriminative models’ generalizability, achieving 87% accuracy in classifying 79k sentences from the Uppsala Persian Corpus. A feature analysis revealed lexical, morphological and orthographic differences between the two classes. A number of directions for future work are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Language Identification (LID) is the task of determining the language of a given text, which may be at the document, sub-document or even sentence level. Recently, attention has turned to discriminating between close languages, such as Malay-Indonesian and Croatian-Serbian [1], or even varieties of one language (British vs. American English).

LID has a number of useful applications including lexicography, authorship profiling, machine translation and Information Retrieval. Another example is the application of the output from these LID methods to adapt NLP tools that require annotated data, such as part-of-speech taggers, for resource-poor languages. This is discussed in Section II-B.

The primary aim of this work is to apply classification methods to Persian (also known as Farsi) and Dari (Eastern Persian, spoken predominantly in Afghanistan), two close variants that have not hitherto been investigated in LID. As the first such study, we attempt to establish the performance of currently used classification methods on this pair. Dari is a low-resourced but important language, particularly for the U.S. due to its ongoing involvement in Afghanistan, and this has led to increasing research interest [2].

We approach this task at the sentence-level by developing a corpus of sentences from both languages in section III and applying classification methods. Out-of-domain cross-corpus evaluation is also performed to gauge the discriminative models’ generalizability to other data. We also conduct a qualitative feature analysis in section IV to highlight the key differences between the two varieties.

II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND

A. Language and Variety Identification

Work in LID dates back to the seminal work of [3]–[5] and automatic LID methods have since been widely used in NLP. Although LID can be extremely accurate in distinguishing languages that use distinct character sets (e.g. Chinese or Japanese) or are very dissimilar (e.g. Spanish and Swedish), performance is degraded when it is used for discriminating similar languages or dialects. This has led to researchers turning their attention to the sub-problem of discriminating between closely-related languages and varieties.

This issue has been investigated in the context of confusable languages, including Malay-Indonesian [6], Croatian-Slovene-Serbian [1], Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian [7], and Chinese varieties [8]. The task of Arabic Dialect Identification has also attracted the attention of the Arabic NLP community [9].

This issue was also the focus of the recent “Discriminating Similar Language” (DSL) shared task [10]. The shared task used data from 13 different languages and varieties divided into 6 sub-groups and teams needed to build systems for distinguishing these classes. They were provided with a training and development dataset comprised of 20,000 sentences from each language and an unlabelled test set of 1,000 sentences per language was used for evaluation. Most entries used surface features and many applied hierarchical classifiers, taking advantage of the structure provided by the language family memberships of the 13 classes. More details can be found in the shared task report [10].

Although LID has been investigated using many languages, to our knowledge, the present study is the first treatment of Persian and Dari within this context. Existing tools such as the Open Xerox Language Identifier [11] do not distinguish between the pair.

B. Applications of LID

Further to determining the language of documents, LID has applications in statistical machine translation, lexicography (e.g. inducing dialect-to-dialect lexicons) and authorship

1Held at the Workshop on Applying NLP Tools to Similar Languages, Varieties and Dialects, co-located with COLING 2014.
2https://open.xerox.com/Services/LanguageIdentifier
profiling in the forensic linguistics domain. In an Information Retrieval context it can help filter documents (e.g. news articles or search results) by language and even dialect; one such example is presented by [11] where LID is used for creating language-specific Twitter collections.

LID serves as an important preprocessing method for other NLP tasks. This includes selecting appropriate models for machine translation, sentiment analysis or other types of text analysis, e.g. Native Language Identification [12], [13].

LID can also be used in the adaptation of NLP tools, such as part-of-speech taggers for low-resourced languages [14]. Since Dari is too different to directly apply Persian resources, the distinguishing features identified through LID can assist in adapting existing resources.

C. Persian and Dari

The Persian language is part of the eastern branch of the Indo-European language family, more specifically, the Indo-Iranian branch. Several varieties of the language exist, including Western Persian (also known as Farsi) and Eastern Persian, also called Dari, which is mainly spoken in Afghanistan.

We will forgo expounding the linguistic properties of these languages here for they have been discussed at length elsewhere. A concise overview of Persian orthography, morphology and syntax can be found in [15] Section 2]. A thorough exposition of Persian, Dari and other Iranian languages can be found in [16].

III. Data

As Dari is a low-resourced language, no corpus for the language was readily available. However, the amount of Dari language content on the web has been increasing and this provides a good source of data for building corpora.

Similar to the recent work in this area, we approach this task at the sentence-level. Sentence length, measured by the number of tokens, is an important factor to consider when creating the dataset. There may not be enough distinguishing features if a sentence is too short, and conversely, very long texts will likely have more features that facilitate correct classification. This assumption is supported by recent evidence from related work suggesting that shorter sentences are more difficult to classify [9]. Bearing this in mind, we limited our dataset to sentences in the range of 5–55 tokens in order to maintain a balance between short and long sentences.

For this study we selected the Dari language Voice of America website[4] to extract another 14,000 sentences, for a total of 28,000 sentences in our corpus.

Figure 1. A histogram of the sentence lengths (tokens) in our corpus, broken down by the two linguistic variety classes.

A histogram of the sentence lengths in our corpus is shown in Figure[1] We see that the distributions are similar for both languages, with the exception of Dari having a larger portion of short sentences.

For cross-corpus testing we use the Uppsala Persian Corpus (UPC) developed by [15]. The UPC[5] is a modified version of the Bijankhan corpus[6] originally developed by [17] with improved sentence segmentation and a more consistent tokenization scheme. The UPC contains 2,704,028 tokens which are annotated with part-of-speech tags, although we do not use the tags here. The data was sourced from news articles and common texts from 4,300 topics.

We apply the same sentence token count constraints as we have in our own data, leaving us with a subset of the corpus consisting of 2.11m tokens in 78,549 sentences. A histogram of the sentence lengths from this subset is shown in Figure 2. The sentences here are somewhat shorter than our training data, with a mean length of 27 tokens compared to 32 in the training data. This is reflected by the more positively skewed distribution in the histogram.

Ideally this cross-corpus evaluation would also include similar amounts of Dari text, but a paucity of data resources limited us to testing with only a single class.

[4]This section was chosen to avoid topic bias in the data since the other sections of the website may have articles more focused on local issues.
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8http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/
Figure 3. A learning curve for a classifier trained on Character 1/2/3-grams and word unigrams. The standard deviation range is also highlighted. The accuracy does not plateau with the maximal training data used.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Baseline</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Character unigrams</td>
<td>84.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Character bigrams</td>
<td>82.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Character trigrams</td>
<td>84.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Word unigrams</td>
<td>84.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Word bigrams</td>
<td>83.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character 1/2/3-grams (1–3)</td>
<td>94.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Word n-grams (4–5)</td>
<td>86.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All features combined (1–5)</td>
<td>85.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All features in ensemble</td>
<td><strong>87.53</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II

CROSS-CORPUS CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR TRAINING ON OUR DATASET AND TESTING ON THE UPC.

The results are listed in Table II and largely mirror those of the previous experiment, albeit with slightly decreased accuracy. This drop, a best accuracy of 87.53% compared to 96.10% is to be expected given that the UPC contains out-of-domain data. To the contrary, this demonstrates that the features learned from the much smaller training corpus generalize very well to the much larger test set.

### B. Cross-Corpus Evaluation

In the second experiment we examine how the trained models perform on external data from the UPC corpus, as discussed in Section III.

The results are listed in Table II and largely mirror those of the previous experiment, albeit with slightly decreased accuracy. This drop, a best accuracy of 87.53% compared to 96.10% is to be expected given that the UPC contains out-of-domain data. To the contrary, this demonstrates that the features learned from the much smaller training corpus generalize very well to the much larger test set.

### VI. Feature Analysis

In addition to classification, another application of such systems is to identify and document the differences between language varieties through examination of the trained discriminative models. We undertake a brief version of such an analysis in this section, following the method outlined by [21] to extract lists of highly discriminative features.

This information was used to create a small dialect-to-dialect lexicon of the most distinguishing lexical items associated with each class. Table III lists selected entries containing the equivalent terms in both Persian and Dari, along with English translations and additional notes. For reasons of space we have only included some entries here. However, we also make available a more comprehensive analysis, which can be accessed via our website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farsi</th>
<th>Dari</th>
<th>English Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>دالر</td>
<td>Dollar</td>
<td>Pronunciation and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>طيار</td>
<td>Airplane</td>
<td>Lexical difference, Dari uses Arabic loanword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>پلیس</td>
<td>Police</td>
<td>Pronunciation and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>وزیر</td>
<td>Prime Minister</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کنگرس</td>
<td>Congress</td>
<td>Pronunciation and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نامزد</td>
<td>Candidate</td>
<td>Morphology difference in plural formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کنترل</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Pronunciation and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>شامل</td>
<td>Including</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ندارد</td>
<td>Extremist, Radicals</td>
<td>Morphology difference in plural formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>استرالیا</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Pronunciation and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مظاهرات</td>
<td>Demonstrations</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دکتر</td>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>Pronunciation and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مشغول</td>
<td>Busy, engaged in</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>شهستان</td>
<td>Province</td>
<td>Lexical difference, Dari uses Pashto loanword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خاورمانه</td>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>Lexical difference (partial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تا‌هوم</td>
<td>Up to now, Yet</td>
<td>Lexical difference (partial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بیمارستان</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>براساس</td>
<td>Based on, on basis of</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قصر سفید</td>
<td>White House</td>
<td>Lexical difference (partial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دشته‌بطن و چراغ‌بز کرک</td>
<td>To spread panic/fear</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دسامر</td>
<td>December</td>
<td>Pronunciation and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کمیسیون</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Pronunciation and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>اداره اطلاعات</td>
<td>Intelligence Services Department</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>شیمیایی</td>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Lexical difference, Dari closer to Arabic word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کودک</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>Lexical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>پرویز</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Lexical difference, Dari uses English loanword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>موتورسیکلت</td>
<td>Motorcycle</td>
<td>Lexical and Orthography difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>پالیسی</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Lexical difference, Dari uses English loanword</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

Analysis of these features reveals a high level of inter-dialect lexical variation. There are also a number of pronunciation differences which are also reflected in the orthography of Dari. To a lesser extent, there are also a number of morphological differences, particularly for forming plural forms (e.g. entries #6 and #9).

Further analysis of the lexical variations reveals that Dari uses a number of loanwords from English, Arabic and Pashto. There are also a number of multi-word expressions that are only partially different to Farsi.

For country names and other English words (e.g. process, motorcycle, policy) Dari often uses a transliteration of the English pronunciation or spelling. Many of these borrowings may be associated with the influence of English in the country as a result of Western involvement there since 2001.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study we explored methods for the automatic identification of Persian varieties, showing that Western Persian and Dari sentences are distinguishable with 96% accuracy. This is a new result for a pair of language varieties that have not previously been experimented with. To this end, we also identified data sources that could be leveraged for this task.

Our cross-corpus results evidenced the generalizability of the models, where our model trained on just 28k sentences was used to classify some 79k sentences in a test set that included out-of-domain data.

There are a number of limitations that can guide future work in this area. The first concerns data size. We only used a corpus of 28k sentences in this initial work, but the learning curve from Section V-A demonstrates that additional data could yet produce better classifiers.

Paucity of Dari resources also limited our cross-corpus evaluation to only Persian data from the Uppsala Persian Corpus as no other Dari corpus is currently available for cross-corpus testing. Future experiments can also include Dari data as it becomes available.

We should also bear in mind that this analysis is based solely on our corpus of news text. Data from other genres and topics will be needed in practical settings. This could also explain some of the drop in accuracy in our cross-corpus testing. Future experiments can also include additional data could yet produce better classifiers.

Additionally, ensemble performance can be compared against an “oracle” classifier to determine a potential upper bound for the dataset given the feature set [22]. The relationships between the feature types could also be analyzed. For example, this could be done with a measure of feature diversity as proposed in [23].
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